Introduction Embryo selection can be carried out via morphological criteria or by using genetic studies based on Preimplantation Genetic Screening. In the present study, we evaluate the clinical validity of Preimplantation Genetic Screening with fluorescence in situ hybridization (PGS-FISH) compared with morphological embryo criteria. Material and methods A systematic review was made of the bibliography, with the following goals: firstly, to determine the prevalence of embryo chromosome alteration in clinical situations in which the PGS-FISH technique has been used; secondly, to calculate the statistics of diagnostic efficiency (negative Likelihood Ratio), using 2×2 tables, derived from PGS-FISH. The results obtained were compared with those obtained from embryo morphology. We calculated the probability of transferring at least one chromosome-normal embryo when it was selected using either morphological criteria or PGS-FISH, and considered what diagnostic performance should be expected of an embryo selection test with respect to achieving greater clinical validity than that obtained from embryo morphology. Results After an embryo morphology selection that produced a negative result (normal morphology), the likelihood of embryo aneuploidies was found to range from a pre-test value of 65% (prevalence of embryo chromosome alteration registered in all the study groups) to a post-test value of 55% (Confidence interval: 50-61), while after PGS-FISH with a negative result (euploid), the post-test probability was 42% (Confidence interval: 35-49) (p< 0.05). The probability of transferring at least one euploid embryo was the same whether 3 embryos were selected according to morphological criteria or whether 2, selected by PGS-FISH, were transferred. Any embryo selection test, if it is to provide greater clinical validity than embryo morphology, must present a LR-value of 0.40 (Confidence interval: 0.32-0.51) in single embryo transfer, and 0.06 (CI: 0.05-0.07) in double embryo transfer. Discussion With currently available technology, and taking into account the number of embryos to be transferred, the clinical validity of PGS-FISH, although superior to that of morphological criteria, does not appear to be clinically relevant.
Introduction
For many years, the evaluation of embryos has been based on embryo morphology determined in accordance with criteria of embryo quality [1] [2] [3] . Nevertheless, other selection techniques have been proposed, to make a more direct assessment of the chromosomal complement of blastomeres. PGS-FISH is carried out for couples who do not have a known genetic defect but who appear to be at high risk of aneuploidy because of Advanced Maternal Age (AMA); Repeated Miscarriage (RM); Repeated Implantation Failure (RIF) or Male Factor (MF) [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . It was assumed that screening for aneuploidy embryos and transferring only euploid embryos would reduce pregnancy losses and increase live birth rates. Several randomized controlled trials have shown, however, that PGS-FISH would appear not to be effective in improving live birth rates in IVF or intracytoplasmic sperm injection for these couples [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . The methodology used in some of these clinical trials has been severely criticized, and their conclusions questioned [7, 8, 20, 21] thus giving rise to considerable controversy as to the true clinical validity of PGS-FISH. However, different authors have demonstrated the diagnostic validity of PGS-FISH, using as a gold standard the results obtained by subsequent rounds of FISH [22, 23] or otherwise by analysing the embryo at more advanced stages of development, using FISH [17, [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . The good results thus obtained contradict those of the above-mentioned clinical trials.
One way to assess the usefulness of a screening test applied to embryo selection is to calculate the ratio of the probability of a given test producing a negative result for a euploid embryo to the probability of the same test producing a negative result for an aneuploid embryo. This is termed the negative likelihood ratio (LR-). The likelihood ratio is of enormous practical value, and it is becoming the preferred way of expressing and comparing the usefulness of different tests [29, 30] . In order to interpret the LR-it is necessary to determine the pre-test probability (the prevalence) of embryo aneuploidy. Moreover, before including such a test in daily practice, its clinical validity must be compared with that of other, existing tests. In the case of PGS-FISH for embryo selection, this comparison must be made with the embryo morphology method [31, 32] .
Therefore, a PubMed search was performed and statistics of diagnostic efficiency calculated in order to compare the clinical validity of PGS-FISH with embryo morphology and thus determine whether the use of PGS-FISH would give more information than that obtained from embryo morphology. Furthermore, by applying the LR-thus obtained to a theoretical model based on hypergeometric probability statistics, we estimated the probability of transferring at least one chromosome-normal embryo, when the latter was selected either by morphological criteria or by the PGS-FISH method. The hypergeometric distribution is a discrete probability distribution that describes the number of successes in a sequence of n draws from a finite population without replacement, just as the binomial distribution describes the number of successes for draws with replacement. Perhaps the easiest way to understand this distribution is in terms of urn models. Suppose you are to draw n marbles without replacement from an urn containing N marbles in total, m of which are white. The hypergeometric distribution describes the distribution of the number of white marbles drawn from the urn. We calculated indeed the diagnostic performance to be required of a test of embryo selection for it to be considered of greater clinical validity than that obtained by the embryo morphology method.
Material and methods
To define the prevalences of chromosome abnormalities for the different groups (AMA, RM, RIF and MF) we have examined the review carried out by Donoso et al. [33] . We also have carried out an extensive review of other published studies. Furthermore, in order to compare the clinical validity of PGS-FISH and embryo morphology in embryo selection, we carried out a systematic search in PubMed, to enable the reconstruction of 2×2 tables (true positive, false positive, true negative and false negative).
To define the prevalence values, we took 16 papers from the review by Donoso et al. [33] 12 of which were finally included, 3 rejected because of a confounding of study groups within the population analysed and the other one rejected because of study group of women under 38 years studied. After consulting other information sources, via citations, a further 7 papers were included.
In the systematic search for relevant studies for the 2×2 table, the terms "FISH" and "PGD-AS", and "CGH" and "PGD-AS" were combined (up to and including June 2009). Of the 23 potentially useful articles thus found, and of the 5 others located following an extensive review of the relevant bibliography, the only ones finally included were those that contained (or enabled the reconstruction of) 2×2 tables such that diagnostic efficiency statistics could be derived. Thus, a total of 8 articles were included. In the case of the studies that evaluated morphology as a selection criterion for embryo selection, the gold standard was held to be FISH, while for those studies evaluating FISH as a criterion for embryo selection, Comparative genomic hybridization (CGH) was taken as the gold standard. According to Standards for Reporting of Diagnostic Accuracy (STARD) an abnormal result (aneuploidies) is denominated positive [34] .
In order to compare the clinical validity of PGS-FISH and embryo morphology in embryo selection, a statistical analysis was carried out as described below. The following diagnostic efficiency statistics were used for this comparison: sensitivity, specificity, LR+, LR-and DOR (Diagnostic odds ratio). In addition, the positive predictive value (PPV) and the negative predictive value (NPV) were calculated. To investigate all studies in a way that was standardised for predictive values, two strategies were used: (a) assuming unconditional predictive values (uPPV; uNPV) [35] ; (b) fixing prevalence values (65%). The median value for chromosome abnormalities among all the groups was 65%, and so this was taken as the prevalence value (pre-test probability) of embryo aneuploidy for subsequent calculations.
In all cases, the point estimations of the diagnostic efficiency statistics and the asymptotic confidence intervals were calculated. For the case of uPPV and uNPV, bootstrap intervals were computed, because explicit expressions for standard errors of the estimates were not available [35] . When the 2×2 tables contained zero cells, reasonable estimates of some parameters (likelihood ratio, odds ratio, etc.) were not possible. In order to avoid these problems, 0.5 was added to all cells in the table [36] . Post-test probability was calculated using a likelihood ratio nomogram [37] . We anticipated that there would be considerable heterogeneity of results among the different studies. The heterogeneity of the diagnostic test properties was assessed by Cochran's Q test [38] , and was also quantified by the I 2 value, i.e. the proportion of variability across studies that is due to heterogeneity rather than chance [39] . Very high values in this respect (above 0.5) reflect a high degree of heterogeneity and suggest the need for a more detailed study of the subgroups included. In our case, the small number of studies did not allow for a detailed exploration of the reasons for heterogeneity using meta-regression techniques. Finally, we performed a pooled estimation of the diagnostic efficiency statistics for each test and compared embryo morphology and PGS-FISH, using the method proposed by Dersimonian and Laird [40] , which is affected only to a minor degree by heterogeneity among the studies. To calculate the pooled DOR (Diagnostic odds ratio) and LRs, a correction factor of 0.5 was added to all four cells in the 2 ×2 table, and logs were used in accordance with the recommendations of Gart and Zweiful [41] . The data for the different studies were analyzed using STATA (10.1) software (StataCorp LP, College Station, TX, USA).
By means of a hypergeometric distribution, we determined the probability of selecting at least one euploid embryo from a group of 6 morphologically normal embryos, selected by embryo morphology or by PGS-FISH, when one, two or three embryos were transferred. Using our model, we also determined the diagnostic performance (LR-) that should be required of any embryo selection test to ensure it would have greater clinical validity than that obtained by the embryo morphology method.
Results
The prevalence of embryo chromosome abnormalities in the different risk factor circumstances was as follows: 39.0-70.3% in AMA, 43.8-58.5% in RM among young women (<37 years), 63.2-75.0% in RM with AMA (≥37 years), 49.0-70.7% in RIF (irrespective of maternal age) and 52.5-93.3% in MF, depending on the pathology in question (Table 1) . Table 2 shows the characteristics of the studies included in the systematic review for calculating the diagnostic efficiency statistics.
The values of the diagnostic efficiency statistics are shown in Tables 3 and 4 . PGS-FISH provided significantly higher values for Specificity, PPV, uPPV, uNPV, PPV-65 and PNV-65 than did embryo morphology. The LR-value obtained for embryo morphology was 0.67 (CI: 0.53-0.84), while for PGS-FISH it was 0.38 (CI: 0.29-0.51) (p<0.05). For a pretest prevalence of embryo aneuploidy of 65%, the post-test probability after a negative result according to the embryo morphology was 55% (CI: 50-61%) and after a negative result of PGS-FISH it was 42% (CI: 35-49%) (Fig. 1 ).
Both the embryo selection studies performed using morphology and the PGS-FISH studies produced a high degree of heterogeneity (I 2 >50%). In the model of hypergeometric distribution (Fig. 2) , on the basis of a post-test probability of selecting an euploid embryo by the embryo morphology method of 45% (CI: 39-50%), and by the PGS-FISH method of 58% (CI: 51-65), the following results were drawn. Firstly, the probability of transferring at least one normal embryo increases with: (a) the percentage of optimum embryos in the group (60% in double embryo transfer when the number of transferable embryos is 33% and 100% when the number of transferable embryos increases to 83%); (b) the number of embryos selected (50% in single embryo transfer, 80% in double embryo transfer y 95% in triple embryo transfer when the number of transferable embryos is 50%). This increase becomes steadily less pronounced above the level of 50% normal embryos in the group. Secondly, that the probability of transferring at least one normal embryo is the same (88%) whether 2 embryos selected by PGS-FISH or 3 embryos selected by embryo morphology are transferred (arrow in Fig. 2 ).
For any embryo selection test to be of greater clinical validity than embryo morphology, it should have an LR- Secondly, by means of FISH, 7-12 chromosomes can be analysed, depending on the patient's prior history, and those involved in the most common aneuploidies identified in spontaneous miscarriages can be included [45] . Thirdly, the considerable differences observed may have been caused by the controversial question of the reproducibility, accuracy and misdiagnosis rate of PGS-FISH [46, 47] . Among the causes of these controversies are the above-mentioned technical ones, in addition to those of a physiological nature. It is well documented that chromosomal mosaicism occurs in early human stage embryos [26, [48] [49] [50] [51] . At least 40-50% of human embryos are chromosomally mosaic, while some present such high levels of abnormalities that they are considered to be completely chaotic [52] . This means that the blastomere biopsed for the PGS-FISH test may not represent the rest of the embryo, thus resulting in a false positive or a false negative diagnosis [53] . Mosaicism exists in embryos and cannot be corrected, and so this is an inherent limitation of the FISH technique when used in PGD [54] . Some laboratories biopsy and analyse two cells from each embryo in an effort to detect mosaicism. Although this provides some value, there may still be undetected mosaicism in the cells remaining in the embryo, and biopsying two cells is likely to produce a cost to the viability of the embryo [55, 56] . Vanneste et al. [57] recently observed, using CGH, that only 9% of early human stage embryos are chromosomally normal in all blastomeres. Some mosaic embryos could change into a euploid status by means of apoptosis, overgrowth of euploid cells or displacement towards trophectoderm lineage thus resulting in a viable embryo [58, 59] . These findings lead us to the question of whether any embryo is uniformly chromosomally normal at this early stage of human development and whether it is necessary for all blastomeres to be normal diploid at this [52] .
Although there are large differences in the prevalence of embryo aneuploidies among the studies reviewed, we found considerable similarity between our median value and that for embryo aneuploidies obtained by the European Society of Human Reproduction and Embryology Preimplantation Genetic Diagnosis Consortium [60] (65% vs. 64%). On comparing the prevalence values for RIF, RM and MF separately, our results were also found to be very similar (65% vs. 63%, 66% vs. 63% and 59% vs. 57% respectively). However, the prevalence values for AMA are more diverse: 63% in our study vs. the 72% obtained by the European Society of Human Reproduction and Embryology Preimplantation Genetic Diagnosis Consortium [60] . These discrepancies may be due to the abovementioned differences in the definition of AMA.
In order to determine the diagnostic performance of PGS-FISH, we included only those studies that compared FISH with CGH. This was done because studies that used as a gold standard the results obtained from subsequent rounds of FISH [23, 24, 28] might be subject to incorporation bias. This distortion occurs when the result of the experimental test (first round of FISH) is combined with the result of the reference test and forms part of the gold standard (first round of FISH and subsequent rounds of FISH). Incorporation bias gives rise to an overestimation of test accuracy because the experimental and reference tests are partially identical. On the other hand, studies that analysed the embryo at more advanced stages of development [17, [25] [26] [27] were excluded because they could be subject to review bias, also known as "non blind diagnosis bias" or "non blind interpretation bias". This problem is encountered when the reference test is interpreted with knowledge of the result of the experimental test. This may lead to overestimation of both sensitivity and specificity, especially if the interpretation of the result is to some extent subjective [61] . On the other hand, publication bias is a problem for all reviews in that studies with negative findings are less likely to be published than studies with positive findings. This could influence the outcome of the present study.
According to Dreesen et al. [62] , an embryo selection test should have the lowest possible number of FN (abnormal embryo testing as normal), and therefore the highest NPV and the lowest LR-. This is because a negative test of embryo selection should provide the highest possible guarantee that the embryos transferred are normal. The inverse relation between NPV and prevalence, found in any screening test, might account for differences between the results (findings) of our study and those of other authors. On the one hand, and in view of the wide range of prevalence of embryo aneuploidies observed, this would account for the wide range of NPV found among the different studies. We have shown that these differences among studies are reduced when all studies were standardised for PV by calculating unconditional predictive values (uNPV and uPPV) or by fixing prevalence values (NPV-65 and PPV-65). On the other hand, it would also account for the observation made by various authors [17, 63] that PGS-FISH performs better for women with lower embryo aneuploidy rates (i.e. young women) than for women with higher embryo aneuploidy rates (i.e. AMA). Furthermore, the theoretical model proposed by Summers et al. [64] showed that the PGS-FISH gain is marginal with higher aneuploidy rates (>70%) even when there are large number of embryos available for biopsy. Fig. 2 Probability of transferring at least one euploid embryo depending on the number of optimum embryos in a group of 6 transferable embryos and in accordance to the number of embryos transferred. Arrows indicate the probability of transferring at least one euploid embryo when 2 embryos are selected by PGS-FISH (solid arrow) or 3 embryos are selected by embryo morphology (dotted arrow) Fig. 1 Fagan nomogram using likelihood ratio and pre-test probability for PGD-AS and embryo morphology. Solid lines are embryo morphology test and dotted lines are PGD-AS. Confidence intervals in brackets. To use this tool, the probability or prevalence of embryo aneuploidies and the likelihood ratio for the diagnostic test has to be known. With this information, a line connecting the pre-test probability and the likelihood ratio is drawn and extended until it intersects with the post-test probability. The point of intersection is the new estimate of the probability of embryo aneuploidies The statistical differences revealed by our pooled analysis showed there to be greater efficiency in embryo selection by PGS-FISH (LR-: 0.38) than by embryo morphology (LR-: 0.67). Nevertheless, the diagnostic efficiency produced by PGS-FISH did not reach the level required in the theoretical model proposed by Los et al. [53] (LR-: 0.31). This could have been caused by the abovementioned limitations of PGS-FISH, and could, to some extent, be overcome by using the alternative CGH analysis. CGH does not require the preparation of chromosomes from the sample and such a method would be extremely useful for gauging levels of aneuploidy and mosaicism in preimplantation embryos [65] . However, there are two factors that could limit the widespread incorporation of CGH testing of blastomeres into current practice in assisted reproduction: firstly, the fact that it takes several weeks to obtain comprehensive results from blastomeres precludes the performance of fresh blastocyst transfers; and secondly, CGH analysis is so technology and cost-intensive as to render its performance unaffordable for the vast majority of IVF centres. Given these caveats, the critical question is whether it is clinically feasible and beneficial to apply CGH screening to day 3 embryos and then selectively transfer, in a post-warming cycle, those ultimately determined to be normal [45, 59, 66] .
Nevertheless, despite the potential advantage for PGD applications that array CGH provides (it takes less time and it makes possible to transfer the embryo on the fresh IVF cycle) [67] , it should not be forgotten that, from a theoretical point of view, the 8-cell stage does not seem to be the most suitable level for PGS. This is due to the low rate of normal embryos and the high rate of abnormal and mosaic embryos that are present at this stage. According to Los et al. [53] , an abnormal or mosaic biopsy reduces or even eliminates the limited mosaicism of the embryo, but decreases its transfer possibilities. In contrast, a normal biopsy aggravates the mosaicism in the embryo but increases the transfer possibilities. Thus, this aspect would lead to the paradoxical effect of an inverse relation between the developmental prospects of these embryos and their chances for transfer.
We have shown that the greater usefulness of PGS-FISH in the selection of euploid embryos decreases as higher numbers of embryos are transferred. Therefore, there is a very similar probability of transferring at least one euploid embryo whether three embryos selected by embryo morphology are transferred, or whether two selected by PGS-FISH are transferred. This inverse relation, between the number of embryos transferred and the advantages of PGS-FISH over embryo morphology, coincides with the findings of Donoso et al. [31] . These authors examined whether embryo selection in azoospermic men based only on developmental and morphological criteria would differ from selection based on PGS-FISH results. They concluded that in SET using only morphology criteria the probability of replacing a euploid embryo was 60%. But when two embryos are replaced, this probability increased to 80%, representing a reduction in the comparative advantage of the PGS-FISH method. These reductions in the benefit to be gained from PGS-FISH as the number of embryos to be transferred increases are similar to those reported in the present study.
Any new test of non-invasive embryo viability should achieve a high level of diagnostic performance in order to have greater clinical validity than the embryo morphology or PGS-FISH methods. A number of other non-invasive tests have been proposed, assessing protein, amino acid, soluble human leukocyte antigen G, oxygen consumption or birefringence measurements [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] . Our model makes it possible to estimate the diagnostic performance that would be required of any of these tests. Because in single embryo transfer (SET), the morphology method, assuming the LR-obtained in our own results, assures that 45% (CI: 39-50%) of the morphologically normal embryos selected are euploid, any new noninvasive test must present a LR-of at least 0.40 in order to guarantee a significant increase in the probability of selecting a euploid embryo in SET. With this LR-, the new test enables us to state that at least 57% (CI: 51-63%) of the normal embryos selected by the non-invasive test will be euploid. To date, the results obtained with these new tests do indeed achieve this yardstick for SET, as confirmed in the study by Seli et al. [73] . These authors analysed embryo culture media using Raman and nearinfrared spectroscopy and obtained a sensitivity of 86% and a specificity of 76.5% with Raman spectroscopy, with a LR-value of 0.22. Near-infrared spectroscopy provided a sensitivity of 75% and a specificity of 83.3%, with a LRvalue of 0.27.
However, these LR-values are far from the level required (LR-: 0.06) when the new test is to be used with respect to the transfer of two embryos, and when we wish to surpass the probability of transferring at least one euploid embryo that is provided by the embryo morphology method. As the LR-required of the new test is very low, we believe the new tests of embryo selection would have real clinical validity in the context of SET, because in transfers of two or more embryos they would be unlikely to have more clinical validity than that given by the embryo morphology method.
With current technology, and taking into account the number of embryos to be transferred, the clinical validity of PGS-FISH, although greater than that provided by morphological criteria, does not seem to be clinically relevant. In conclusion, until the utility can be better defined, the new tests of embryo selection should be considered experimental, and the procedure only conducted under study conditions and with appropriate consent.
